
 
 

 

GUIDELINES FOR J&J VENTURES SPI MARKET LAS VEGAS 

TOURNAMENT PRIZES 

 

* The first place team from each division has the option to take a $400 cash prize 
per person or a trip to Las Vegas with J & J Ventures paying an airfare allowance 
(up to four single seats), hotel cost (up to seven nights & four persons per room) 
and entry fees for 3 events (singles, doubles & team) into the tournament in Las 
Vegas.  One hotel room will be paid for per winning team accepting the trips.  If a 
player chooses to stay in Las Vegas longer than the allotted number of days/nights 
that correspond with the events we pay for, they must pay for any additional 
nights themselves. 

 
* If a trip is chosen as the first place award, the decision to take the trip must be 

relayed to us within three (3) days of the J & J Las Vegas Tournament. 
 
* The four players from the winning team in the tournament are not required as a 

whole to choose the trip.  J&J Ventures will award up to a minimum of two 
players from each winning team a trip to Las Vegas. 

 
* The four players that competed together on the team in the J&J Ventures SPI 

Market Las Vegas Tournament are the players that have the option for the cash 
prize or Vegas trip prize. 

 
* The players from each winning team that chooses the Vegas trip as their prize 

must compete together in any team/doubles/triples events chosen that J & J 
Ventures pays for in Las Vegas.  Players may compete with other players from 
our league system in Las Vegas but must pay for their own events. 

 
* If a trip to Las Vegas is chosen, and although J & J Ventures will pay for three (3) 

events per player in Las Vegas, any entries submitted to us between the dates of 
February 19 – March 12, 2017 will be subject to a $25 late fee per tournament 
entry to be paid for by the player.  The deadline to submit your entries to us 
without a late fee is February 18, 2017.  Any late fees incurred will be required to 
be paid to us prior to being entered into the tournament in Las Vegas. 

 
* Place winners from the Friday night tournament and each player from the 2nd 

thru 4th place teams in each division on Saturday will be paid by check with the 
option to cash the check(s) on-site. 


